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The Poverty of Fact 

One lizard is less than one word 

Wbose tongue unscrolls to taste the dust? 

The walls of the mind are painted 

Hot pink, the color of electricity. 

Either aether or ore, the barrens accumulate. 

Forgive me, I have not eaten today. 

I am a talking picture, nothing more 

Than a tissue wedged between ages of silence. 

Frame by frame, the bus window 

Animates the still desen. 

By the roadside, the skull of Taurus whitens 

Beaconwise--

Correspondent to the unspilled sky 

His horns are garlanded with wandering planets. 

This evening in the plaza 

Heaven is the guitar that plays itself. 

Old church, a rubble patch. Stop here to venerate 

The bloody stumps of the black cactus. 

Canyon I call for no answer. 

To be accurate, a man goes back to his ghost. 

As the militia guards the volcano, so 

Is necessity measured, against the will. 

Hecho en Mexico, Mayo 2002 
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Nostalgia of the Infinite 

ill Honor of Giorgio de Chirico, 1913 

The hands are touching. 

You began in cement in small spaces. 

You began the departure. Leaves restrain you. You attempted the departure. 

A smile in sunshine, nostalgia. 

Beneath shadow of shadows of Columbus the Navigator. \Vaving farewell. 

Street. Shadows. 

I have lost my detachment, sparrow with silver teeth. 

I have lost the doves of Milan, floating politely. 

Recognize me, I shall be here, 0 Nietzsche. 

We have skipped down three pairs of stairs, 

they are not numbered, but they are oddly assorted, velvet. 

Recognize me in sunshine, 

assorted bulletins permit us to be freer than in Rome. 

This land of castles perched on a cliff. 

I am not detached, 

bulletins permit us a comb, fish of silver. 

A part of the tower 

(Year 1913) beckons to us. 



She Honors de Chirico 

\Vou.."1ded, 

the tower and green of the meadow below. 

0 meadow 0 furnaces, royalty passes you. 

Quick steps make a noise. 

She rides on her palfrey, the bride. 

Bouquets fall from her green hair. 

Shadows on grass reflect the loneliness 

of de Chirico and remorse for a Jost bride. 

0 furnaces royalty passes you, quick steps make a noise. 

She rides on her palfrey the bride, 

her green hair glistens. 

How solitary! 

A monument glides past. 
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A Selection from the Maxims of La Rochefoucauld 

4. 

Self-love is cleverer than the cleverest man alive. 

5. 

The duration of one's passions depends no more on oneself than (does) the duration of 
one's life. 

8. 

The passions are the only orators that convince without fail, as if by an infallible rule of 
nature. The simplest man, driven by passion, is more persuasive than the most eloquent, 
who lacks it. 

22. 

Philosophy triumphs over past and future misfortune, but present misfortune triumphs 

over philosophy. 

23. 

Few people know death. It's not something considered, but received with a mixture of 
stupidity and convention; most die because they couldn't do otherwise. 

26. 

Neither the sun nor death can be stared in the face. 

27. 

One often boasts of even the most criminal of passions; but envy is a timid and shameful 
passion that dare not speak its name. 

29. 

The evil we do attracts less censure and hatred than our good qualities. 

35 . 

Pride is equal in all men: the difference is in the means and manner in which it comes 
to light. 

38. 

We make promises according to our hopes, and keep them according to om· ferus. 



49. 

One is never as happy or as unhappy as one imagin~~· 

65. 

Prudence is always praised to the skies; yet prudence of itself produces nothing. 

76. 

True love is like a ghost - everyone claims to have seen it, but few really h ave. 

78. 

For most people, a love of justice is really a fear of becoming the victim of an 

injustice. 

84. 

It's more shameful to distrust friends than to be deceived by them. 

89. 

Everyone complains of his memory, yet no one complains of his judgment. 

93. 

The old enjoy giving good advice, as giving bad examples is now quite beyond 

them. 

103. 

110. 

People give of nothing more generously than of their advice. 

115. 

It's as easy to fool yourself without realizing as it is hard to fool others without 

them realizing. 

118. 

He who would never be fooled is often fooled. 

122. 

If we successfully resist our passio ns, it's more by the weakness of such passions 

than by any moral strength. 



130. 

\Veakness is the only defect that is completely incorrigible. 

136. 

There are those who never would have fallen in love had they not first heard use of the 

term. 

142. 

The great speak little, but it speaks volumes - the masses speak volumes, and say 

nothing. 

146. 

One praises in order to be praised. 

171. 

Virtues lose themselves in self-interest, like rivers empty themselves into the sea. 

174. 

We're wiser to apply our intelligence to dealing with the misfortunes that do befall us, 

than in trying to avoid those that might. 

190. 

Great failings belong only to great men. 

191. 

Like inns spaced on a highway, vices await us in the course of life; and I doubt that if 

we rook the same road twice, we would be able to avoid them. 

199. 

The wisn to appear accomplished often prevents us from becoming so. 

218. 

Hypocrisy is the tribute vice pays to virtue. 

244. 

The greatest accomplishment consists in knowing the true value of things. 

259. 

True eloquence is to say all that needs to be said, and to add nothing that needn't. 



269. 

It's a rare man clever enough to know all the evil he causes. 

271. 

Youth is continual intoxication: it is Reason on fire. 

294. 

Vle always like our admirers; but we don't always like those we admire. 

316. 

The weak aren't capable of sincerity. 

322. 

It's only the despicable who fear being despised. 

From Scattered Maxims 

7. 

Vv e fear all things as if we were mortal, but chase after things as if we were 
immortal. 

8. 

It's hard to understand the degree of similarity and of difference that exists 
between all men. 

20. 

To punish man for original sin, God made a god of man's self-love, so that it 
may torment him the whole of his life. 

29. 

Extreme boredom serves eventually to relieve our boredom. 

38. 

It takes little to make a wise man happy; nothing can make a fool happy; thus it 
is that almost all men are miserable. 



44. 

A true friend is the most valuable of all possessions, and that which we think least about 
acquiring. 

50. 

It's more important ro study men than books. 
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Little Lyric for Little Boy 

... just as pear trees come up cream and 

almonds 

ice, the heart, in a spray of imperceptibles, 

wreathes itself in air, in a 

whirring disk of 

self-

astonishments. weightless, the heart's 

weightless, lirtle 

Neil , and knows itself only in 

echo, in 

those notes 

pitched fortuitous towards another's 

consummate ac-

cording. peer, then , into tlower, flam~; draw 

feature from the 

dragonfly and 

thunder-

bolt, from the gaze that wraps you, this very 

instant, in the tissues of something far 

more weightless 

yet. 



Raised Stage 

... their mirrors aflame, they're 

licking at 

smoke, at the thin 

hissing sparks--stigmatic rays-they've 

generated. who, whose, this wedged 

decor, this spectacle 

with-

out spectators if not the 

nobody's, bodies locked syncretic to the 

labor of their own 

un-

making. fume, that billowing 

flower, the throw of 

its 

somnolent ash. see them, now, as they 

sip, drawing, now, on nothing; no, 

nothing what-

so-

ever, while their lashes clamp shut a

gainst their own 

in-

eluctable dis-solving. 



Portrait of a Lady 

... her lips half-

paned and her grey eyes fixated on no 

known 

object, sh e gives flesh to her 

very estrangement. knows doesn't 

she, from the effervescence of so much 

neural signal, that the 

earth 

lies elsewhere. that the book, with its 

white, wind-

stricken pages, isn 't to be 

read. reads, instead, 

her 

black lashes, the ponderous weights of her own 

be-

wilderment. there, just then, as she 

languishes in the 

oval of 

that vacuous mirror, toying with 

this, highlighting that, muses, doesn't she, on 

such emptiness as she 

threads, between 

pinched fingers, the loose strings of some long

since 

un-

beaded necklace. 
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Mis~ing is a Stimulant 

a circuit, bled memory 

a seance of the veins, a liquid hinge 

Deceit, the tones of dreamed sceneries 

defaced by a single face 

and yet the day itself is more marred 

by these traces of fragrance 

chances to fathom her absence 

or collapse with the sap of plants 

and sleep, and demand of a jasmine-scented face 

How are you still so fragrant? 

An object at a morgue or an organ 



Petite Tan Anaconda 

Immense anemone, the center tender flesh, perimeter of spikes, 

parking lot lamps. A hand across her brow, Cahuilla fireball behind, 

Breathing cage, a droplet falls off s dark circle, how does it taste? 

Blue nails, an anonymous Benoit wizards me in 

Overwhelming interior noise, each litre of spirit 

deserts its place, shifts to the shaft, 

ineffable rear meccas are made rulers of my torch 

the locus leaves the head and grows janglier 

Flame creeps down toward the base and invades a new zone high inside 

Sucking, and vapors must escape my face 

A flock of atomic herons are let go and disappear, then we swim 

in godly water corrupted by shifting shades of a dead palm 

I submerge and see the forelegs of a horse trampolining bronze spheres 

the lips' coronation in chlorinated hazey beige 

tongue's coronation in the small drain of angels 

first witness of how breasts swim, how thighs inspire 

a small quarry of serpentine 

Entire pieces pump with the heart and want to sidewind to the bellybutton 

Driven against chance mounds into accidental shafts 

Someone smuggles dust, a dress is lifted 

and like a headmistress she demonstrates strokes 

and how to handle petite tan anacondas, juvenile nutella 



Snuff Philippians 

I am confident of this, that the one who begins w ork 

on you will continue until it is complete 

"Do you hear my words?" 

Go on, ask the embalmer 

But with him you're silent 

he won't hear your voice 

you know why his notes belittle you 

You gave your own health in order 

that Brahmins and butchers would hang together 

Missionary music with treated seasound, treated gunfire 

If you'd scrubbed the honeysuckle from your neck 

and poisoned a Brahmin's flock the earth absorbs 

transmissions from frontmatter to dead animal 

Displayed like this, formatted to dissuade a boy growing 

from effable death collecting 

He must remove your heart, so will continue 

but even cremated you 'll invade bodies 

resident at rich addresses 

for that single eyelash stuck to rhe glass 

of a Mexican pastry shop 

And men you'll invade gardens of rich addresses 

in order that the eyelash 

could once again attach 

to its face. 

This table's steel is holier 

than a hundred rich churches 

Let their own sons foam away 

and be dropped from an immense safe 

into that molten gulf 

replenished now and forever by fluid removed 

from emollient reversals 
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Frcm Animate and Inanimate Aims 

Skyland 

Water spuns incredibiy 

Clear up under simple feel 
And that is how 

He drank water. 

A loon fled 

Into water 
Because a raven 

Could not dive 
Or swim. Only spinning in a star 

Dizziness simple 
Ceremony appeasing weather. With you 

Sky,withforyousky,between 

A feeling a sky 

Heartfelt redolent in June 

Roses fume. A perpetual 
Field of velvet hcrizon 

At a slant is the unicorn's mane. 

Realization from seed to flower. 

We made contact chalices 
Filled, a sticky sweet 
Rim. 

Oenone in layers 
Tissue 
White a garb blooming staunchly 
Against salt caking waves tosses 
The self she has a secret into the sea 
Pregnancy a volume into silence. 
Liquid shadow engulfing liquid 

Ruin. Dumb sea flowers join 
Her hair. A music hummed 

In the ~nd otherwise mute. 
In sedge hats we walk along pulling 
Iris and water oats for our vases. 
Lysistrata's cool 

Logical edge 

Lance leaved golden 
Rod linear leaves 
Untoothed edges 

Note the fringed beards 
And the relatively short 

Spurs on this deep yellow 



Orange species. Spur 
Shorter than that deeply 
Fringed lip. Sepals rounded 
And curved inward. Thickets, 
Boys 

Panoply 

A price of sky 
On fire 
The temperature is 77 
Degrees by this pond. 

Ironweed amasses 

In the midst of glassy 
Sex: still lives the lives 
And lives living among 
Torpor and exquisite 
Rectitude managing 
Amid man and man made 
Structure against the air 
And personal rhythm. 
Just their tomahawk 
Wind. Plenty of their losses 
Barren and apparent for the 
Half eaten scars they leave 
Trees they level. A burden' 
(to say the least) 
for birds. Ethereal 
lyridwould 
be birds, within 

Unicorn milieu of young girls 
Slender horns never 
Antagonistic 
Magic later erasure wood 
Betony 
Ennuis and whim helm 
Umbrella an aura aura 
Blending with must and given 
Experience trunks and trees 

Their limbs. Bell 
Like nodding 
Cup 
Like up 
Right 

Shivering molten melded 
Captive: this afternoon's 
Persian ponies of cream 



Magnolia overflow 
The silk. A cactus shows 
Her cool waist. A tiny 
Wooden peg 
Props the chair . 





Commemoration 

The wind blows 

Engraving you in stone 

Beneath the sky 

Engraving you 

Avatamsaka 

Illuminating each other 

Illuminating each other, each other 

Brilliant 

Vlhere the ehd of the Vlhole World's 

Darkness has gone, I don't know 

Alcohol 

I did not come to this world for the sake 

of becoming enlightened 

I came for the sake of geuing drunk 

Getting drunk is the only thing I live for 

Oh, my neighbN is the Milky W ay 



Yearning 

Up in the mountains, watching the sea slip away 

Hey! For you 

There will be nothing to yearn for 

These dazzling hundred years of fullness! 

The Place I'll Go To 

Ifl go to that place 

I don't what things that will have happened there 

in the meantime 

lfl go to tbat place 

] will be deceived by the things that will deceive me 

in the meantime 

Ifl go to that place 

How many lies I will have been told 

in the meantime 

Go 

That place 

That place 

Go 

But in the end there will be no need 

to have gone there 

Not asking about that place 

I have no idea what not to ask 



\ 
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And~·e Breton's Apartment 

the madder ruru: 
like blood 

lifeblood 
of the livebud 

that kindles next to earth 

the hair on the church is water 
the lovebirds curve their crutches down 

so long 
to the sacred 
palaces 

so long to the fingerbone that lingers on 

ifi'm alive 
it's no thanks to you 

if i'm comatose 
let's make the most of it 

tomato ghost 

rude twilight 

ruby tear 

discipline disappears 
between the shapeless necklace 
and the cloudy robe of shrapnel 

in the absence 

no balm can grease 
the throbbing temples 

of incense 

of the rotting world 





When She Was a Boy 

when she was a boy 

she could see through buildings with her hand 

kept folded in her pocket 

sun's eloquent nimbus 

distress turned round to verify 

sound of the bell coughing 

she could push into the midst of dread 

wipe it off her shoe later 

she would take no 

but not for an answer 

hold the mo\ll:£.'s corners 

the echo threat backwards 

and turn and squint imo the dread 

when she was a boy 

when she did not become a man 

but ate the bread of astonishment 



Unfinished 

he knows fragments of voice 

roaring in their surface 

machine that 

pushes clocks and daylight out 

h istory of unfinished substance 

knows the teeth's memory 

wears their lusts 

princeps, he carries their slipped hurts 

recurring calendars 

pieces ofreflection 

out of sight he knows them, names 

he k.ne'Y them dropped like a wet coat 

those never called again 

reduced to splinters of reunions 

thin defections, matchsticks 

known, they come quickly 

tapestries of abandoned forest 

tall cut-down kindlewood 

used up to prop up, to substitute 

he has seen them walk submerged 

dissolved limb nothings, mourned 

catalept, he's seen them finally 

go under calling, still waiting a turn 

not to roar, just to be subtracted 



A History of Rioting 

first the white standstill 

running and incantations 

sulfur parallelograms of eyes 

pages of the book of the body 

their whits written close 

lumen and ripple 

this book of tremulous life 

its charred spine of white ostrich leather 

and neatly piled-up, the indifferent heads 

ahura mazda, a diamond volley 

that blurs through hills, bellies of hills 

conventicles of fire 

his white dismantied lullaby 

not just astra detonation 

but that fragile fastenings of the body 

stoke and tread liquefied 

become white ink to write the book of the joints 

a manuscript of tangents 

golden wires of hairs 

parchments, heats 

flags of voices, voices, flags 

while the black hat saxophone 

its memories of sudden life 

grown loud in their mumchance refusals 

arc of solfeggio misgivings, that 

once they are trumped 

heterodyne, sentences estoppel 



four-fifths of recent arrivals 

are ribboned in light 

two-thirds of the brain's capacity for deception 

is electronically neutral 

red voice phosphoresced with tint 

every kind of echo 

in less than five minutes greed turns 

the spit and weight of the gasoline torus 

necklace furioso cupid 

_:- "'' ' 





The Fall 

He was hung up on body parts, wraps of suitability. At least a lake can take on a 
velvet like long dark hair and trace its avenues. The smell of fish slips. A mirror 
liquid to sheer forces sponging meat pawned in a memory resi!:ting itself. You 
never know where it's going. the body, the boy swathed in bullets in those 
black eyes pissing a letter-opener in the desert mud near a disabled Mercedes. 
\Vhen things enter the room you think. bazooka and check your hat, a puddle 
of warm ice-cream in anticipation. Here's where Coney Island drops like a 
discarded napkin and you can't go home again. Mucous brimming the banks in 
ecumenical familiarity, a cake of dust in the shape of a rocking chair ticking 
away. Soon it will snow as exquisite dogs languish from inside a sandwich tied 
to a parachute. No time for ballads, the table is set. 

For Believers 

The light solidifies in cells, the keeper of lost keys. They don't belong to 
anyone, the keys. Playing the game backwards reveals nothing a blind child 
could not guess by the hairs on his arm. The lips on old men are lock boxes in 
the terminal of no knO\ving without gratitude for the despair of angels. You 
have to su!ler, you have to 1i1l up in order to implode, lObe recognized for the 
necessities of commerce. They unhinge, finally, the doors you walk through 
into phantom stairwells in telephonic hum smelling of wet coal and doll's hair. 
Precipitous adjectives gush from a cracked faucet in the chancellery restroom. 
Someone is stifling laughter from underneath a card table where an electric 
utility had fallen from his sleeve. They say that trussed birds derive no pleasure 
from the music of mangled wagons and that gas seeps like a well-kept secret 
imperiling dust mites in the spleens of hooded maidens locked away from the 
light_ Everything is descending, even the scholarship of the ancient adverbs. 
Mouths twist into almonds and you wonder how the noise can drown itself out 
with nothing but nouns and dinner plates and gallows, with history a hiccup 
waiting to happen. 



True Objects 

Music's an absence of colliding masses, depending of course on perspective. You can cut 
your feet on the proverbial and be too close to hear it, the other music, the suffocation 
of things that can't fly. A beautiful cacophony flutters in the brightness of dead calm as 
true objects lost in the politeness of daylight fill the grail of a new primitive. You choke 
on little candles and all through the night your legs cramp in the sweat of the 
moonlight. For no good reason a tenderness of geese is billowing in the curtains while 
so many holes in the face are opening and closing and paper's perspiring paper in 
gingerbread encryption. Those armchairs foundering. So much dye in the surf. Deafness 
craving disaster green in the spine knowing the cocktail party's over. Now it's all red 
and your lips are trembling in believability. But it's only a flickering image in the dark 
q~drant of your eye bending the light as they mow the daisies under the stars. For no 
good reason. 





House and Universe 

He used to go there once a year, every year 
But now he's passed on 
And so he doesn't go there anymore 
He's moved on to another house the shape of sound 
He's a green tree 
The vowel of color 
That lightens a yellow sparrow 
To brown 
To fluid 
Space 
He's a tube that cannot hold water 
He's not himself anymore but something like her 
She's not herself, really, nor him, nor drift of violet 
Glass 
It's not him, nor her, nor shift of rain 
But lightning cooling the spine 
Loosening itself into a thunderous calm 
But a watery weed the shape of an eel 
But ocher discs the dissolve of sound 
Like long hair unwinding 
Like long hair unwinding 
To slice away this heat, this hold 



Thorn of Flight 

You have swallowed the ancient luna 
moth and know the language of opium 

green. Each wing contains a translucent eye 
that no longer expiates the still 

sunken moon. You have ingested 
an infestation of roses in each stinging 

beat, that thorn of flight discarded 
on shore in a drop of dolphin blood, 

in the heavy nets of oatmeal 
each morning among the spoons. 

How could you have ever wanted 
your own past served back to you, earned 

in your thorax, thrumming an exchange 
of ash among moon bit hydrangeas? 

How could the mirror of your shaving 
water have been so wrong, antennae 

of ants that died trying to break through 
your cheek? Morning is gone, will continue 

its cut of possible angels among owl 
resin deposited in your rib. You have 

bitten and swallowed and tried to love 
everything, even your self-hate 

given to you thirty-six years before 
by the divorced father who refused to phone 

a nine year old boy and his older brother, 
who ignored indentations in the parlor 

sofa where in the midst of many darknesses 
a moth, gravity green, lovingly extended its wands. 

Who turned his back each morning to the cloudy 
water, swirling drain, the wounded ants 

begging to break through, doing 
everything they could not to drown. 



Until Her Bread Stopped 

For so long the green stone 
Disru.rbed a delving word 
As if diving was somehow shape or vowel 
She fell into the container of her own silence 
And coaxed saw-dust droppings of sound 
Up through her spine 
In firm and ripened clots 

Her breath came solid, became dissolved 
And she breathed 
Eel, lightning, tone 
Until her bread stopped 
No one knew she had even been alive 
In that time of human suffering 
They iooked through her yeast into her hat 
That sat cocked over one eye of her heart 
A rooster claw at a seed 
Cloud overtaking sun-spill or noun 
Until what stars it could discard melted 
Down to boil 
Up toward wheat 
A way to craw itself back toward light 

Seemed like death 
More like love than touch 
More touch, even, than tooth itself 
Go forehead to your egg, she heard 
Smile as if the grit of your finger is aside 
With shame, with white white sight 
That blinds each nerve to the next 
As if no one, no matter how cloud, 
Could see 
Could ever hope to mouth 
The corning close itself as sound 
Resolve 



From the Book ofT ongues (3) 

dear epinastic urge, 

There is a star in my throat. Some say taxidermy. But that's in my chest. It 

was my grandfather's pheasant. My grandmother who left her wheel mark in 

my thigh. \Vhich is one season I've sunk backwards towar4 the ground of a 

dying star. Sometimes I wish I could die like a scar that can never quite heal. 

That piece of glass, the pavement crack, and, oh, how the tricycle never bleeds. 

You crawled out to me last night, scrawled pheasant into my lowest bone. I am 

sorry to have startled you so. \Vho would have thought handing someone a 

Book of Tongues would create such a heat. For some time I thought the star 

was dying in you, felt its procreative pulse. Even got hard. Thirsty as salt. 

And weepy. At least when I stood naked and wanted nothing more than to 

clutch the gravity of plants. 

You say I may secretly be a hosta. Perhaps a forsythia But I beg you to rerum 

the salt tablets so that I may inscribe my host into the rain that is sure to return 

next week. That's one season I've cried to write my name backwards, three 

times with my head turned to the left, weeping into my own palm. No, I am 

not concerned that the bee entrail will expose your other (less convincing) urge. 

\Vho would have thouiht even bringing that up would have sent you pasting 

pictures of eels intc every Book of Tongues you· could locate. \Vhich is one 

reason snail sliver enlivem. my sheets. Even when not wet with the imagined 

tongue of her mouth. 

Write when you arrive. I know you are near, nestled against my frenum. Still, 

the spur in my ear is making your voice ease out of the plants, making me deaf 

with the unheard waves of eelgrass in wind. With knocks of knotty pine. 

\Vith t.he pheasant rail pointing toward me forty years irom me rec-room waiL 

I will, of course, respond. But I cannot be held responsible if you become a 

peacock again in a future life, and me an eeL Oh God, why a wheeR To have 

to be fourteen again and spilled with contusions? Sometimes I wish I could 

die--when I die--like a scar on glass against the risen sun. 





From False Correspondences 

Three: A Pause, More Maladies 

Recall a Dionysus once chided for a goblet of grape juice, 

now retired from the debauch 
& swathed in stain-resistant Dockers. 

Stare dumbly 
aL today's bright sh.-y. 

Portents of nonporous borders 

sweep betv-.reen sleep & sickness. 

(a former form 

of something) 

0 gentle slougher of all skins, 

unclogger of countless pores, 

0 toker of lowly hash pipes, 

hoer of lonely rows. 

Enzymes scouring 
for free radicals, 

~ r::.o}:~:s t:-~ :n~:i::g o~ 

seem impossibly profound 

& so decadent 0 these indulgences 
in the face of dastardly disaster 

as drowns click off at a clap. 

Ashes pass 
as snowflakes, 

or the other way around. 

Imagined remnants 
of silent shockwaves 



in a shiver of r-:-cognition. 
Fission melts these 

fictive missiles 
on tips of fingers. 

Changes in attitude, 
changes in platitudes: 

once pitched back poisons 
& pickled his organs 

now parrots the perils 
of public food. 

Still getting twitchy 
toward afternoon, 

hearing things 
that matter only 

in retrospect. 
Hindsight is twenty 

times worse, 
with sea leg:; still shaky 

as keyholes dissolve. 
Yet neither hernia 

nor aneurysm 
nor abdominal anguish 

could ultimately drop 
the monster. 

Woke from brown fog creeping down 
Grammar solves mysteries 

of missing flashlights, 
sheds momentary ilhunination. 

The black cat 
awakens. Yet it's still too soon 



to place the all- imponant call, 
to switch places in the narrative. 

So go fonh to dot softly, carry 
very little, wear comfy shoes. 

March and Apnl and May, 2(}()3 





Dear Synco, 

I'm sorry to hear about 

all the go-go in your yo-yo 

but if the devil ain't kept back with a silver 

bullet every noun again I don't rightly know, 

not relying on the ether anymore 

done rang them hunchback bells long enough 

put my head in a box of tigers, St. Louis 

Blues what I deem golden carrots 

sincere forgery, exhaled on soi 8 

black Orpheus, paint my toenails 

pink for a referent, where is Scooter Chipmunk? 

Beer Brain in the Dub Garden 

4"' ofJuly no Wong sip-hah baht kop 
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On Scorpions and Swallows 

Not claimed 

by the accessible as contrast 

or as competition by loss 

or mathematic by peril 

but occlusion as opposite phylums 

minus a dark synesthesial as rote 

minus the axial smoke of a rotted bonfire hamlet 

I mean 

oasis as savage dialectical rotation 

meaning 

species as aggressive salt 

as curious vertical blazing 

in reversed arrayal 

I think of interior cobalt swallows 

with predacious ignition 

a contradictory ignitin~ 

beatific with scopolamine 

like the withdrawn thirst of the scorpion 

with its "five-segmented posterior" 

with its "seven-segmented preabdomen" 

with its sidereal tail ending in toxicity 

"born alive" 

active after darkness 

culminate 

with the fatal sting 

of "Centruroides sculpturatus" 

therefore 

the birds & the ground dwellers mingle in my mind 

like a magnitude of multiple nebulas 

akin to "Synaceia" 



or "Pterois" 

or the lionfish 

explicit with the power of fatality 

so if I mine from the nebulas 

these birds 

these fish 

these scorpions 

I go blank 

& seize vertigo 

& gain a forthright diplopia 

so when I look skyward 

a doubled swallow seems to swarm 

in a flock of endurance 

& exhibits a verdet 

an iridescent yellow tree 

imbibing insects while in volation 

with the reddish beak of the family of "Hurundinidae" 

in flight 

in their high migration houses 

from boreal dawns in the north 

to the Cape of Africa in the south 

& so I make my imaginal leap 

& connect the swallows in their height 

to the "Red Jungle Fowl" anchored to terra firma 

like the scorpion 

with its neurotoxins 

like "Buthus occitanus" 

unlike the passeriforms 

who exceed small birds in speed 

not like the Labrador Duck 

or the Carolina Parakeet 

they exist 

like the gaze 

which render the cliff swallows unevident 



their withering thermal migrations 

dialectically at odds 

with electric living collectives 

their mud jugs under ledges 

less elaborate than the "ovenbird" 

the latter's nest of inner spirals 

with its one bubonic open door 

opening & shutting 

against the predatory sums of roving scorpion necrotics 

this fiery movement across earth 

then a galling guardian wolf 

a guardian 

creeping 

carried at fust on the back of the mother 

then relentless 

stalking 

like the outsized "Panamanian ponerine" ant 

"tearing its prey to bits" 

or like the "digger wasp" injecting venom into the nerves 

I then think 

of the Wood louse 

the Beach flea 

the trap door spider 

with the "simple small eyes" 

transmitting figments 

barely proficient at resolving a tincture 

of compound stereopsis 

then 

the olfactory sight of the common ants of Formicidae 

capable of aphid herding 

akin to the swallows 

in terms of sphinxian insect singing 



& the swallows 

in flight across mesas 

across the flank of exploding glacier tables 

across a lai<e of r?ndom gravel fires 

then the migrational zodiac 

of the halos 

of the helium winds 

of the Lapse Rate in the atmosphere 

& nnlike the pervious rocks 

neither scorpion or swallow 

condenses on any common finality 

mingled at anti-vjgesimal snappage 

at pointless adrenaline breaking 

their dialects erased 

like a great flooded Playa 

not equal 

or mathematically orthomorphic 

to any judgemental vector 

they exist 

oddly 

like polyconic projections 

never central to the fact 

of a bare diurnal stratagem 





Coma 

THE MOMENT HAS COME when all of my experiences---every instant of my life, every word said, every 

pleasure felt, every sadness endurerl. (or not endured, thus, biaerness), will merge and combine; 

every concentric idea, every sleepy ethic, every jubilation, every appreciation will merge and 

combine. Their intrinsic properties transcending their limitations of character in order to reach a 

st are ripe with an infinite possibility of feeling, as well as the state where all illusions as to the 

permanence of emotion, the flux of time, and the insignificance of the daily news will be scattered 

into a cool, refreshing breeze, the kind most people would like to feel while on vacation. 

Afternoon Delight 

FOR JUST ONE MOMENT imagine there was no gravity on Earth. The usually empty atmosphere quickly 

fills up v-··ith billions of humans, objects, oceans, animals-all life and non-life floating quietly in 

space. What an incredibly beautiful spectacle! How our endurances, our sacrifices, our 

preoccupatio:u; and worries, the transient moments of joy, the conflicts and nostalgias will weather 

in the airless is all too obvious. What would it take to set aside an hour every day to feel so 

umethered- yet not so dead? Shall we just keep on toiling i.'l pockets of desperation, awaiting the 

leprusy ?t sp1rit that woUld soon ovenake us m our worldly lethargy, or would ir be beuer w take 

that hour a day and use to our own advantage--creating a sweet groundlessness to perk up the 

midday meal? 

Long Walk Home 

A SMALL MOMENT OF JOY is one we hope will never end. While consumed by joy we begin to think of 

all t he th ings that gave us that immense and captivating feeling. As we cultivate the recollection of 

these things- picturing them in our minds and saying their names, we take part in confinning the ir 

existence and in return, receive furrh er enjoyment. How dangerous this is. 



A Word to the Wise 

D oN'T LET DISAPPEARING, high altitudes, the laws of other countries, humidity, dark nights, 

general uncertainties, insomnia, a solitary tree, missing organs, blind fish eyes, twilight, a 

sudden joy, pain from overeating, the inevitable disguise, hangovers, justice, wedding 

bouquets or a bouquet of weeds, three suns in alien worlds, wild animals, chasms, boredom 

during every waking moment, blank pages blank canvases and dry pens, frayed edges of 

frayed nerves, slip ups, limitations, broken frames of reference, loss of faith, pessimism, 

clownishness, mystical crises, neglecting coitus, flecks of paint, lying in bed, amnesia, crocks 

of excrement, analgesics, a skipped beat, foreign climes, religious fervor, over-eating, 

inflammation, hairiness, vast expa."lSes, Sunday, stupidity, books, mindless enthusiasms, the 

clueless, desen landscapes, collages, time limits, ignorance, charades, gleaming surfaces, 

cowards, unnecessary syllables, experts, allergies due to pollen, failed colors, finks, sports, 

conversations that begin and end in Nowhere, megalomania, lack of integrity, illusiveness, 

grey, black and white, discord, accord, unison, obliviousness, stains, mistaking one thing for 

another, calmness, distractions, mediation, meditation, vitamins, ideas, theories, distinctions, 

science, cardboard cutouts, abstraction, self-indulgence, holidays overseas, scenes, principles, 

ideals, romance, directions, balance, nerves, an itch, centers, cores, underlying realities, up 

or down, arrhythmia, repetition, IPinimalism, being away /Tom and closer to, reading, doubt, 

separation, and superstition bother you too much. 
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